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Abstract. We discuss the algebraic renormalization of the Yang-Mills gauge field theory in the

presence of translations. Due to the translations the algebra between Sorella's ^-operator, the

exterior derivative and the BRST-operator closes. Therefore, we are able to derive an integrated
parameter formula collecting in an elegant and compact way all nontrivial solutions of the descent

equations.

1 Introduction

In modern physics gauge field theories are essential in describing the properties of matter
and its interactions. Usually, such theories are quantized using the BRST-formalism [1],
This technique together with the Quantum Action Principle [2] allow for a fully algebraic
proof of their renormalizability [3], Indeed, one can calculate the invariant lagrangians
and anomalies, corresponding to a set of field transformations, as the nontrivial solutions
of the BRST consistency condition [4, 5], The latter constitutes a cohomology problem [6]

due to the nilpotency of the BRST-operator. Using the algebraic Poincaré lemma [7, 8]

one arrives at a tower of descent equations.

In the case of a pure Yang-Mills gauge field theory an algebraic method for solving
the descent equations has been proposed in [9], It is based on the decomposition of the

'Work supported in part by the "Osterreichische Nationalbank" under Contract Grant Number 5393.
2Work supported in part by the "Fonds zur Forderung der Wissenschaftlichen Forschung" under

Contract Grant Number P10268-PHY.
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exterior spacetime derivative as a BRST-commutator 3,

[6,sg] d. (1.1)

However, the algebra between the BRST-operator sg, the exterior spacetime derivative d
and the (5-operator does not close. This leads to the presence of a further operator [9],

Q \[d,6], (1.2)

inducing an additional tower of descent equations, which has to be solved.

Inspired by the results of [10], we show that an incorporation of the translations into
the BRST-transformations leads to the disappearance of the ^-operator. Due to this
fact we are able to collect the general nontrivial solutions for the cocycles of the descent

equations into an integrated parameter formula, which will be analogously derived to the
well-known Chern-Simons formula [11].

The work is organized as follows. In section two the generalized BRST-formalism
including translations will be introduced and applied to pure Yang-Mills gauge field theory

[12]. The BRST-invariance of the action defining the tree approximation will be

expressed by a Slavnov-Taylor identity [3, 12]. Then in section three we present the
functional algebra obeyed by the Slavnov-Taylor operator and further functional differential
operators which appear in the constraints defining the tree approximation of the theory.
In section four we study the algebraic renormalization. We proof the stability of the action
defining the tree approximation and the discussion of the anomaly problem will be done.

In section five we show that the general nontrivial solution for the cocycles of the descent

equations corresponding to the full BRST-operator s is given in terms of the general non-
trivial solution for the cocycles of the descent equations in the gauge sector. Moreover,
the decomposition of the exterior spacetime derivative as a BRST-commutator will be
discussed. Guided by Stora's derivation of the Chern-Simons formula [11], we derive an
integrated parameter formula (see also [10]), which presents an elegant and compact way
to collect all the cocycles of the descent equations in the gauge sector in one expression.
This integrated parameter formula will be used to compute the gauge anomaly in four
dimensions.

2 The Yang-Mills Model

The classical dynamics of pure Yang-Mills gauge field theory is defined by the gauge
invariant action 4

Sinv --Tr Jd4xFß„F»» (2.1)

The field strength FßV is related to the gauge field Aß by the structure equation

Fß„ dßAv - d„Aß - i[A„ A,} (2.2)

3Remark that we denote the BRST-operator in [9] by sg, since the letter s will be reserved for the
full BRST-operator including the translations.

4As usual, Greek indices refer to the Minkowskian space-time.
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The gauge transformation of the gauge field is given by

SWA„ Dßu dßtü - i[Aß,uj] (2.3)

where Dß denotes the covariant derivative. All fields are Lie-algebra valued, i.e. Aß
AATA and Fßu FAJTA, where TA are the generators of the gauge group G in the adjoint
representation 5.

Moreover, the classical action (2.1) is also invariant under infinitesimal translations in the
Minkowskian space-time,

6tAß(x) £XdxAß(x) (2.4)

with e as the infinitesimal global parameter of translations obeying dßev 0.

In order to combine the gauge invariance and the global invariance under translations into
a single one, we define the generalized gauge transformations according to

o := 6U + 6e (2.5)

To quantize the model we introduce the corresponding nilpotent BRST-operator [1],

s Sg + sT (2.6)

where sg and sj are the BRST-operators corresponding to the gauge transformations and
the translations, respectively. The latter obey the algebra

s2g s2T {sg,sT} 0. (2.7)

Explicitely, the several BRST-transformations are given by

sAß Dßc + Cd„A\
sc icc + (f dvc

3^ 0, (2.8)

where c is the Lie-algebra valued gauge ghost and c;*1 is a global ghost associated to the
translations, obeying dß£" 0.

Pure Yang-Mills gauge field theory in the tree approximation is described in the Landau

gauge by the action [3, 12, 13]

T1 5m„ + Sgj + 5$n + Sext (2.9)

where

r^mv — ~A I rei/-C

Sgj + Sm= sTr f d4x c d»Aß

Sext sTrj d4x (-pßAß + ac) (2.10)

5Gauge group indices are denoted by capital latin letters. The matrices TA are hermitian and trace-
less, and they obey [TA,TB] ifABCTc, Tr(TATB) bAB, where fABC are the real and totally
antisymmetric structure constants of the gauge group.
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are respectively the gauge invariant classical action, the sum of the gauge fixing term and
the Faddeev-Popov term, and the source term. Before discussing 5,n„, Sgf + S$n, Sext

and explaining the fields appearing in T'0', we present the BRST-transformations of the
remaining fields:

sc=b + (vdvc sb ivdvb,
sp» CdßPß so ("dua (2.11)

whereby the antighost c and the multiplier field 6 transform as a BRST-doublet in the

gauge sector. The external sources pß and cr are BRST-invariant in the gauge sector. Due
to the nilpotency of the BRST-operator the sum of the gauge fixing term and the Faddeev-
Popov term as well as the source term are invariant under the BRST-transformation.

The sum of the gauge fixing term and the Faddeev-Popov term becomes

S,/ + Sm Tr J d4x [bd»Aß - cd»(Dßc)\ (2.12)

In addition, the source term is given by

Sext Tr j d4x (p»Dßc + uice) (2.13)

The partial derivative dß does not change the ghost number, whereas the BRST-operator
raises the ghost number by one unit. The canonical dimension and the ghost number of
the gauge field Aß, the gauge ghost c, the antighost c, the multiplier field 6, the external
sources pß and a and the global translation ghost £ß are collected in the following table:

A, c c b P" o e
dim 1 0 2 2 3 4 -i
Q<s>n 0 1 -1 0 -1 -2 i

Table 1: Dimensions and Faddeev-Popov ghost charges of the fields.

3 The Functional Algebra

The Slavnov-Taylor identity in the gauge sector,

s,(r<°>) o,

with

cT(°) 6TW 6TW «r<°)
Sg(F^) TrJd\

Spß(x)6Aß(x)
'

So(x)Sc(x) v 6c(x)j

and the Ward-identity describing the invariance under translations,

sT(r(°>) ^vßF^ o,

(3.1)

(3-2)

(3.3)
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where the generator of the translations is given by

Vß Trjd4xY(dßf>(x))
8<p(x)

can be collected into a single Slavnov-Taylor identity

5(r<°») 0

with

(3.4)

(3.5)

5(r<°>) Tr f' d*x

¦ 6F^
+

8cr(x)

6pß(x

+ CdAx)

+ (vdvAß(x
Sf(o) ^r(o)

8c(x)

8Aß(x)

[fcV(x)

8pß(x)

8a(x)
STM 8FW 1

+ [^)+r^)] — + [W(,)]— (3.6)

The Slavnov-Taylor identity (3.5) describes the invariance of T'0' under the BRST-
transformations (2.8) and (2.11).

The gauge condition is given by

and the global ghost equation,

ST(°)

8b(a
8ßAß(x)

ar(°)
0

(3.7)

(3.8)

shows that the action defining the tree approximation does not depend on the global
translation ghost (ß.

Moreover, one can derive a local antighost equation which controls the dependence of
T'0' on the antighost c. It can be obtained by commuting the gauge condition with the
Slavnov-Taylor identity (3.5):

Ç(x)F^ 6- + dß~l
8c(x 8pß(x)

r<°> o (3.9)

with the local antighost operator G(x) 7.

In the Landau gauge [3, 13] one can derive an integrated ghost equation which controls
the dependence of r(0' on the ghost field c. By calculating the functional derivative of
F'0' with respect to the ghost field c and using the gauge condition one finds [3]

c5c(x)
+ i c(x),

cir<°)

8b(x)
dß(Dßc(x) + pß(x))

+ i[pß(x),Aß(x))-i[a(x),c(x)] (3.10)

6The sum runs over all fields <j> of the model.
7Remark that the local antighost operator G(x) has nothing to do with the Ç7-operator given in (f .2).
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One observes that the nonlinear terms appear in a total divergence. Therefore, an
integration over spacetime will remove the nonlinear terms. This leads to the integrated
ghost equation

wr<°> |<
<5c(a

+ i
'8b(a

r<°> A3

where Ti denotes the integrated ghost operator and

Ag j d4x {i [p»(x), Aß(x)) - i [a(x), c(x)}}

is a classical breaking, i.e. it is linear in the quantum fields.

(3.11)

(3.12)

The invariance of the action defining the tree approximation under rigid gauge transformation

is expressed by the Ward-identity

wrisr(°> o,

where the Ward-identity operator Wr,s is given by

(3.13)

Wr, -/ (Px Mx),
8Aß(x)

+ i \p»(x),
8pß(x)

+ i{c(x),
8c(x)

+ M^i^n'
o(x),

b(x),

8o(x)
8

8b(x)
(3.14)

The Slavnov-Taylor operator acting on an arbitrary functional T with even ghost charge
is

S(T) Tr f d

+

x

8T

8T

8o(x)

8pß(x)

+ c?dvc(x

+ CdvAß(x)
SF r*,,r, M

8J7
+ [Cd„pß(x)} ¦

8Aß(x) 8pß(x)

br
+\t?dvo(x)\

bT
8c(x

+ [b(x) + ivdvc(x)
8T

+ [Cd,b(x)]

8o(x)
8T

8c(x) 8b(x)

and the linearized Slavnov-Taylor operator can be written as

(3.15)

ST Tr f d4x

' 8T

8T

+
8cr(a

8pß(x

+ tCud„c(x

+ Cd„Aß(x)

8

8Aß(x) [8Aß(x

8c(x)

+
8T

+ t"d„pß(a
8pß(x)

8T
8c(x)

+ r<v(z)
8o~(x)

+ [h(x) + cdAx)]j^-)+[î"dvb(x)]^x (3.16)

The functional algebra which is valid for any functional T with even ghost charge is given
by the following relations:
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• The nilpotency of the Slavnov-Taylor operator is contained in the two following
identities:

S^(5(:F)) 0, (3.17)

S(F} 0 => SjrSjr 0 (3.18)

• Commuting the partial derivative with respect to the global translation ghost with
the Slavnov-Taylor operator, one gets

VßS(T) - S?(VßT) 0 (3.19)

• Commuting the gauge condition with the Slavnov-Taylor operator, one obtains

mS[T) -s*%)~ dßMx))= G[X)T -r* iw) - d"Mx)) '

Q(x)S(T) + ST [Q(x)T] fdv [G(x)F] - (3.20)

• Commuting the integrated ghost operator with the Slavnov-Taylor operator, gives

HS(T) + ST(UT - A„) WrigF

WrigS(F) - SF(WrigT) 0 (3.21)

4 Renormalization, Stability and Anomalies

The aim of the renormalization is to construct an extension of the theory at the tree
level to all orders of perturbation theory. This extension will be described by the vertex
functional,

r r(°) + o(h), (4.1)

generating the 1PI Green functions. One has to examine whether this vertex functional
obeys a Slavnov-Taylor identity, being nonlinear in F,

S(F) 0 (4.2)

Since the constraints being linear in the quantum fields are renormalizable to all orders
of perturbation theory, the following relations are valid [3, 13]:

• the gauge condition,
6T

8ßAß(x) (4.3)
8b(x)

• the integrated ghost equation,
UF As (4.4)
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• the global ghost equation,

£-••
• the local antighost equation,

Q(x)F Q, (4.6)

• the invariance under rigid gauge transformations,

rVrlgF 0 (4.7)

• the invariance under translations,

ST(T) ?VßT 0 (4.8)

Within the framework of the algebraic renormalization procedure [3], based on the general
grounds of power counting and locality, the discussion of the extension of the theory in
the tree approximation to all orders of perturbation theory is organized according to two
independent parts: First, the study of the stability of the classical action under radiative
corrections. This amounts to find the invariant counterterms and to check if they all
correspond to a renormalization of the free parameters of the classical theory. Second,
the search for anomalies, i.e. the investigation whether the symmetries of the theory
survive in the presence of radiative corrections.

4.1 Stability

In order to check that the action in the tree approximation is stable under radiative
corrections, one perturbs it by an arbitrary integrated local functional £c,

£ r<0> + a£c aT,c 0(K), (4.9)

where a is an infinitesimal parameter with vanishing canonical dimension and vanishing
ghost number. The functional Sc has the same quantum numbers as the action in the
tree approximation8.

One requires that the perturbed action S satisfies the same constraints defining the theory
at the tree level, i.e. (4.2)-(4.8). The perturbation Ec a priori depends on all fields and

on the parameter (,ß,

Ec £e[AM> c, c, b, p", o](e) ¦ (4.10)

The gauge condition, the integrated ghost equation and the global ghost equation together
with the same constraints for the action at the tree level imply

8Hr OYjrc =0 W£c 0 ^ 0. (4.11)
8b(x) ' c ' 3£"

8One has dim(d4x)
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Therefore, the perturbation Sc does not depend on the multiplier field b(x) and the global
translation ghost £ß, i.e.

£c £CL4M, c, c, pß, a] (4.12)

Since

riT,t -I d4x
8VC

8c(x)
0, (4.13)

the dependence on the ghost c(x) has to be a total divergence. The local antighost equation,

the invariance under rigid gauge transformations and the invariance under translations

together with the same constraints for the action at the tree level imply

Ç7(z)£c 0 Wri,Ec 0 7^£c 0

From eqs.(4.11) and (4.14) follows

(4.14)

WrigT,c /

+ i \o(x)

Mx),
8Zc

«5Sc

8Aß(x)

'

8a(x)
+ i\c(x),

+ iU(x),
SU,

8c(x)

8p"(x)

0,

+ i\c(x),
8^c

8c(x

(4.15)

7>u£, Tr f d4x 9>MX) Slüxj + 9^{X) ilk) + 9AX) W)
+ d"a{x) Jcrjx) + dAx) W) 0 (4.16)

The local antighost equation G(x)T,c 0 suggests the following change of field variables

pß(x) pß(x) + dßc(x) c(x) c(x), (4.17)

with
T,c[Aß, c, c, pß, a] T,c[Aß, e, è, pß, a]

Then the local antighost equation becomes

(4.18)

(4.19)

Therefore, the perturbation £c depends on pß and c only through the combination pß

pß + dßc, i.e.
2C EC[A„, c, ßß, o] (4.20)

Applying the Slavnov-Taylor operator to the perturbed action, one gets

5(E) S(r<°> + aEc) S(r<°>) + a5r(„)(Ec) + ö(a2) (4.21)

Using the Slavnov-Taylor identity for the action in the tree approximation (3.5), the
Slavnov-Taylor identity imposed to the perturbed action (4.9) translates at the first order
in a into the following condition on the perturbation Ec:

5r(o)(Ec) 0 (4.22)
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This equation is the BRST consistency condition in the ghost number sector zero. It
constitutes a cohomology problem, due to the nilpotency of the linearized Slavnov-Taylor
operator,

5r(o)5r(o) 0 (4.23)

which follows from the validity of the Slavnov-Taylor identity for the action in the tree
approximation (3.5), where (3.18) has been used. The solution of the BRST consistency
condition in the ghost number sector zero can always be written as the sum of a trivial
cocycle 5r(o)£, where E has ghost number —1, and the nontrivial elements belonging to
the cohomology of 5r(o) in the ghost number sector zero, i.e. which cannot be written as

5p(o)-variations:
Ec Sp„+5r(o)S (4.24)

The trivial cocycle 5r(o)E corresponds to field renormalizations which are unphysical.
Using the functional derivatives of T'0' with respect to the gauge field Aß, the gauge ghost
c and the classical external sources pß and cr, the invariance of Ec under translations and
since 8T,c/8b(x) 0, the BRST consistency condition reads in the new variables

5r(o)(Ec) Tr d4x \Dßc(x
6T'C

+(DvFVß(x) + i{c(x),pß(x)})
6Tj'

8Aß(x

+ ic(x)c(x)-—^- + (Dßpß(x) + i[c(x),o(x)])-
Jc

8pß(x)

0 (4.25)
8c(x) 8a(x

Therefore, the perturbation Ec EcJA^, c, pß, o] is an integrated local functional with
canonical dimension zero and ghost number zero obeying the following set of constraints:

the integrated ghost equation,

HT,-I d4x
8ZC

8c(x)

• the invariance under rigid gauge transformations

6Êr
W E -I d x I i Aß(x),

8Aß(x)

+ i { c(x)
8c(x)

+ 1

0,

+ ilp»(x)

<5£,
a(x),

8a(x)

8TC

8pß(x)

0,

• the invariance under translations,

Vßtc Tr f d4x dßMX) CA ,\ + dßP"(X)
8Av(x)

+ oßc(x) rrT + o,,o{x
8c(x) 8a(x)

8p(x)

0,

and the BRST-consistency condition,

5r(o,(Ec) Tr J d\ c(x)V(x)Y>c + DvF"ß(x)
8TC

8pß(x)

+ Dßßß(x)
8ÊC

'

8o(x)
0,

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)
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where the abbreviation

2\c{x)'6c~(x+ ^W,77tK' aix)>8oT* (4.30)

has been used.

It will be shown in the appendix that the solution of the set of constraints (4.26)-(4.29)
is given by

Tc -kl-Tr J d4x FßV(x)Fß"(x) (4.31)

which is the most general nontrivial perturbation of the action in the tree approximation.
The perturbation Ec depends on the parameter k which corresponds to a possible
multiplicative renormalization of the gauge coupling constant g being set in the whole work
equal to one. This is an algebraic result which just shows that the nontrivial invariant
counterterm (4.31) can be reabsorbed into the action at the tree level by a renormalization
of its coefficient. It means that no new terms appear at the n-loop levels with n > 1.

Therefore, the action in the tree approximation is stable.

4.2 Anomalies

In the following we investigate if the BRST-symmetry is preserved in the presence of
radiative corrections. Indeed, the aim of the renormalization procedure is to examine
if it is possible to define a vertex functional, F F^ + 0(h), obeying as in the tree
approximation the set of constraints (4.2)-(4.8). Since the operators in (4.3)-(4.8) are
linear differential operators and since the breakings are linear in the quantum fields one
can assume the validity of the equations (4.3)-(4.8) at the full quantum level, i.e. to all
orders of perturbation theory.

Actually the program will fail because the nonlinear Slavnov-Taylor identity (4.2) will
turn out to be anomalous

5(r) rAAB (4.32)

where Aab is the anomaly to be derived in the following and r is a well-known function
of order h of the coupling constant g, which however cannot be determined by the pure
algebraic method used here. The search for the breaking Aab of the Slavnov-Taylor
identity requires some care.

The breaking is controlled by the quantum action principle, which implies

S(r) 0 + AA-r, (4.33)

where the quantum breaking A • F is, at lowest order in h, an integrated local functional

A-F A + 0(hA) A=fd4xA(x), (4.34)
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with canonical dimension zero and Faddeev-Popov charge one. Thus one gets

S(F) 0 + hA + O(h2) (4.35)

Applying the linear functional differential operator Sr and using the algebraic relation
(3.17) one gets

0 0 + hSrA + O(h2) (4.36)

From T r<°) + 0(h) follows

Sr Sm + 0(h) (4.37)

and eq.(4.36) becomes
0 0 + %ST(0)A + O(h2) (4.38)

Therefore, the integrated local functional A obeys the BRST consistency condition in the
ghost number sector one,

5r(o)A 0. (4.39)

The functional algebra (3.19)—(3.21), written for the functional F, the renormalized
constraints (4.3)-(4.8), and the broken Slavnov-Taylor identity (4.35) lead to the following
set of constraints which the breaking,

has to obey:

A AK, c, c, 6, pß, cr](iß) (4.40)

6A
0 (4.41)

8b(x)
HA 0 (4.42)

£-. <"•>

G(x)A 0 (4.44)

WrigA 0 (4.45)

VßA 0 (4.46)

The constraints (4.41) and (4.43) imply that the breaking A does not depend on the

multiplier field b(x) and the global translation ghost £M,

A A[A„ c, c, pß, o] (4.47)

The integrated ghost equation (4.42) becomes

HA / d4x —^ 0 (4.48)
7 8c(x)

stating that the dependence of the breaking A on the ghost c(x) has to be a total
divergence. The local antighost equation (4.44) will be transformed by the following change of
field variables,

pß(x) pß(x) + dßc(x) c(x) c(x) (4.49)
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into the equation

ô(x)A ^ 0 (4.50)

This implies that the breaking A depends on pß and c only through the combination
pß =pß + dßc, i.e.

A A[A„ c, pß, a] (4.51)

Furthermore, the breaking A has to be invariant under the rigid gauge transformations
and translations. The BRST consistency condition,

5r(o)A 0, (4.52)

constitutes a cohomology problem in the space of integrated local functionals with dimension

zero and ghost number one due to the nilpotency of the linearized Slavnov-Taylor
operator 5rco), i.e.

5r(o)5r(o) 0 (4.53)

which follows from the validity of the Slavnov-Taylor identity (3.5). The solution of the
BRST consistency condition (4.52) can always be written as the sum of a trivial cocycle
5F(o)A, where A has ghost number zero, and the nontrivial elements belonging to the
cohomology of 5r(o) in the ghost number sector one, i.e. which cannot be written as

5p(o)-variations,
A 5r(o)Â +A* (4.54)

The trivial cocycle Srto) A can be absorbed into the vertex functional F as an integrated
local noninvariant counterterm — hA,

F —> F-hÂ, (4.55)

leading to

S(F - hÂ) S(F) - h SrÂ + 0(h2) hA* + 0(h2) (4.56)

The construction of the explicit form of the anomaly A* is explained in the final part of
this subsection. The BRST consistency condition in the ghost number sector one becomes

in the new variables (4.49)

5r(0)Z Tr jd4x

+ Dßpß(x

c(x)V(x)A + D„F»ß(x)^-x

8A '

8cr(x)
0 (4.57)

with the abbreviation (4.30). Before solving the consitency condition (4.57), i.e. deriving
the anomaly A*, one eliminates the dependence of A on the external sources pß and o.
The most general dependence on o which is compatible with dimension and ghost number
is [3]

A h Tr j d\ a(x)c(x)c(x)c(x) + (4.58)
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where li is an arbitrary constant and the low dots denote the terms which are independent
of a. Using

ST(o)(t(x) i [c(x), o(x)] +
Sr(o)c(x) ic(x)c(x) (4.59)

the consistency condition yields

0 SmA -ihTr J d4x o(x)c4(x) + (4.60)

implying
h 0 (4.61)

Therefore, A is independent of o,
SA

=0. (4.62)
8a(x)

The most general dependence on pß which is compatible with dimension and ghost number
is given by [3]

A Tr jd4xpß(x)Rß(A,c)(x) + (4.63)

where now the low dots denote the terms which are independent of pß and Rß(A, c) is the
most general polynomial depending on Aß and c with canonical dimension one and ghost
number two

Rß(A, c)(x) l2dßc(x)c(x) + l3c(x)dßc(x) + l4Aß(x)c(x)c(x)

+ lsc(x)Aß(x)c(x) + l6c(x)c(x)Aß(x) (4.64)

The constants l2, l3, (4, ?5 and /6 are arbitrary. In order to restrict the coefficients l2, l3, U,

h, le one uses the BRST consistency condition (4.57) and the fact that the cr-dependence
has been already eliminated, (4.62). Writing only the terms depending on pß, the l.h.s of
the consistency condition becomes

5p(o)A Tr d4x {(—h — il2)pß(x)dßc(x)c(x)c(x) + lspß(x)c(x)dßc(x)c(x)

+ (-l6 + il3)pß(x)c(x)c(x)dßc(x) - ilbpß(x)c(x)Aß(x)c(x)c(x)

+ ihPß(x)c(x)c(x)Aß(x)c(x)} + (4.65)

The consistency condition (4.57) implies the following relations between the constants /2,

/3, /4, (5, /6:

h -ih (5 0 /6 ih (4.66)

and Ru(A,c) becomes

Rß(A,c)(x) l2dßc(x)c(x) + l3c(x)dßc(x) - il2Aß(x)c(x)c(x)
+ il3c(x)c(x)Aß(x) (4.67)

Therefore, the most general dependence on ßß is given by

A Tr j d4xpß(x) [l2dßc(x)c(x) + l3c(x)dßc(x)

- il2Aß(x)c(x)c(x) + ü3c(x)c(x)Aß(x)] +... (4.68)
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Moreover, it follows that A can be written as the 5r(o)-variation of

Â TV j' d4x \-l2pß(x)Aß(x)c(x) + l3pß(x)c(x)Aß(x)] (4.69)

up to terms independent of pß which are denoted by the low dots,

5r(o)Â A-r... (4.70)

Hence the /^-dependence of the breaking A is trivial and it can be absorbed into F

according to eq.(4.55), which leads to

8A
8pß(x)

0 (4.71)

From eqs.(4.62) and (4.71) follow that the breaking A is independent of ßß and a. Therefore,

it does only depend on Aß and c,

A A[Aß, c] (4.72)

Finally, let us discuss the well-known derivation of the breaking (4.72). It will be shown
that it is equal to the gauge anomaly in four dimensions. The breaking (4.72) is the
general nontrivial solution of the BRST consistency condition,

5p(o) A Trfd4x
8Aß(x)

Moreover, it obeys the integrated ghost equation,

c5A

_ 8A SA
DßC(X) ç A /_1 + lC(X)C(X)

8c(x)
0

/<
8c(x

0,

the Ward-identity describing the invariance under rigid gauge transformations,

/• Aß(x),
SA

6Aß(x)
+ i { c(x),

8A
8c(x)

0,

and the Ward-identity describing the invariance under translations,

/'Tr / d dßAv(x) - - — + dßc(x)
6A„(x) 8c(x)

0

(4.73)

(4-74)

(4.75)

(4.76)

The general nontrivial solution of the set of constraints (4.73)-(4.76) is given by the
Adler-Bardeen nonabelian gauge anomaly, A rA,

A Tr J d4x eßv"T c(x) 8ß duAa(x)AT(x) + %-Av(x)Aa(x)AT(x) (4.77)

The actual presence of the gauge anomaly depends on the nonvanishing of its coefficient

r, which cannot be determined by the algebraic renormalization [3],
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The explicit calculation of (4.77) is presented in [9], where an operator 8, which allows to
decompose the exterior derivative,

[8,sg] d, (4.78)

is introduced. In [9] the algebra between the operators sg, d and 8 does not close. This
leads to the presence of a further operator,

Q \[d,8], (4.79)

inducing an additional tower of descent equations which has to be solved in order to
compute the general nontrivial solution of the descent equations [9].

In the next section an alternative algebraic method to solve the BRST consistency
condition will be presented. It is based on the use of the full BRST-operator,

s sg + sT (4.80)

including the translations, which allow for avoiding the operator Q. This will be possible
due to the fact that the s-cohomology is isomorphic to that of sg up to trivial contributions.

5 The BRST Consistency Condition

The renormalization procedure discussed before has led to find the general nontrivial
solution of the BRST consistency condition,

sgA 0 (5.1)

which constitutes a cohomology problem due to the nilpotency of the BRST operator in
the gauge sector,

4=0. (5.2)

The integrated local functional A turned out to depend on the gauge field Aß and the
ghost field c only, A A[AM, c]. As proven by [4, 5], the use of the calculus of differential
forms is no restriction to the generality of the solution of the BRST consistency condition
(5.1). Writing

A Jq°, (5.3)

where9 Q'f AG(x)d4x is a volume form, the BRST consistency condition (5.1) translates
into the local equation

»9V4 "t" «V3

with d dxßdß the nilpotent exterior derivative. In the ghost number sector zero (G 0),

a nontrivial solution for Q\, Q°A ^ dQ°, represents an invariant Lagrangian. Since c has

ghost number one, A is only a functional of A„. The solution for A has been already
given in the previous section (4.31).

saQi + dQ<f+1 0 (5.4)

9The upper index denotes the ghost number, whereas the lower index denotes the form degree.
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In the ghost number sector one (G 1), a nontrivial solution for Q\, Q\ ^ sQ° + dQ\,
represents a possible canditate for an anomaly. The local equation (5.4) becomes

saQ\ + dQ23 0 - (5.5)

It is a cohomology problem with respect to sg modulo d. Using the algebra, s2 0,
d2 0, {sg,d} 0, and the algebraic Poincaré lemma [7] one gets the tower of descent
equations,

SgQl + dQl 0

SgQl + dQl 0

SgQl + dQ4 0

SgQ4 + dQl 0,
sgQo 0 (5.6)

The last equation of the tower is a local cohomology problem with respect to sg.

In order to derive an alternative algebraic method for solving the descent equations (5.6),
the relation between the solution of the s modulo d cohomology and the solution of the
sg modulo d cohomology has to be analyzed.

5.1 The Cohomology

In order to be quite general, the BRST consistency condition corresponding to the full
BRST-operator,

sE 0, (5.7)

will be discussed in a spacetime with N dimensions. The integrated local functional
2 f fl^ is assumed to depend on Aß, c and £*",

H HK,c](D, (5.8)

where £M plays the role of a parameter. The corresponding descent equations are

sÜ% + dlli.! 0

sOj7-1 + dfì% 0

sü^ 0 (5.9)

The cocycles $l%_k can be expanded as series in powers of £ß. The expansion of the BRST
operator as a series in powers of £ß is

s Sg + ST sg + (ßdß. (5.10)

Introducing the counting operator

*i *"^. (5'U)
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one gets

nJf-*=E(°N-*)(») k 0,...,N, (5.12)
m=0

with
^dK-k)(m) m(iïkN_k){m) 0<m<k k 0,...,N. (5.13)

Moreover, one has

S S(0) + S(l) 5S + 5J (5.14)

with [A/^,5(o)] 0 and [A^sm] S(i). The descent equations (5.9) become

k fc+l

(5(o) + ^(i))E(^-J(m) + rfE(nfc/-\_i)(m) 0 k 0,...,N-l,
m=0 Tn=0

N
(*(o) + *(i)) E (noN)(m) 0. (5.15)

m=0

Arranging then the terms with respect to increasing power in £**, one obtains

•S(o)(^w)(o) + d(ftw-i)(o) + «(i)(^at)(o) + rf(fiw-i)(i) 0

3(0)(ftjV-Jb)(0) + d(^N+-Vl)(0)

+ E [5(O)(fìW-i)(0 + s(l)(tthN-k)(l-l) + d(nN-t-l)(()J
(=1

+ »(i)(^N-k){ki+d(O^2k-1)(k+i)=0 k=l,...,N-l,

5(o)(nc7)(o) + E[3(o)(nSf)(o + »<i)(noVi)] o, (5.16)
/=1

where we have taken into account that the product of (N +1) translation ghosts
automatically vanishes in a spacetime with N dimensions, i.e. 9(i){Çlo)(N) ®- The basis

lemma [14]

J2 P(m) 0 JVeP(m) mP(m) m Q,...,N
m

<S> P[m}=0 m 0,...,N, (5.17)

states that a series in powers of £M is identically to zero if and only if each coefficient is

equal to zero. Therefore, the descent equations (5.9) devide into a set of descent equations
according to the power of £M.

Since S(o) sg, the descent equations in the ^-sector 0,

s(o)(^n)(o) + d(fyv-i)(o) 0

^(o)(UN-it)(o) + ^N+-Vi)(o) 0 * 1 iV-1
m(ao)w 0 (5.18)

coincide with the descent equations of the gauge sector,

sgQw + dQN_x 0

ssQhN-k + dQkN+2k_i=0 k l,...,N-l,
SgQ% 0, (5.19)
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and one has

(^N-k)(o) QkN-k k 0,...,N. (5.20)

A nontrivial solution for Q°N represents an invariant Lagrangian in a spacetime with N
dimensions, whereas a nontrivial solution for <5jv_i represents a candidate for an anomaly
in a spacetime with N — 1 dimensions. Generally, the descent equations in the ^-sector

can be collected as follows:

S(1)(SÏn-1+i)(1-1) + <*(fi5v_i)(i) 0

Ho)(nkN_k){l) + 5(i)(^_)fe)(/_1) + d(n*+_\_i)(o o k n -1,
3(0)(n^)(;) + 5(1)(n^)(i_1) o. (5.21)

In order to solve the descent equations in the £**-sectors > 1 one defines the operator

if(dx«) e (5.22)

obeying the following algebraic relations:

Ik, d] - S(i) fo,s(1)] 0. (5.23)

We continue with the discussion of the descent equations in the ^-sector 1. Using the
algebraic relation (5.23), the first descent equation in this sector,

S(Ä)(o)+ Ä-i)(D=0, (5.24)

DCCOIÏ16s

rf[(n]v_1)(1)-î4(n0N)(o)]=o. (5.25)

Since the d cohomology is trivial [3, 8], one obtains the result

(ftw-Jd) iMfo) kQ°N ¦ (5-26)

Analogously, the next N — 1 descent equations in the ^-sector 1 lead to

(ft{U)(1) H(nkN-lk+i){0) HQÌ72k+i k 2,...,N. (5.27)

One can show that the last descent equation in this sector is then automatically fulfilled

«(o)(noV)(i) + 3(i)(fioV)(o) 0. (5.28)

In the same manner one finds that the general nontrivial solution for the cocycles of the
descent equations (5.9) can be expressed in terms of the general nontrivial solution for
the cocycles of the descent equations in the gauge sector (5.19) as follows

«n-* E(!&-*)<») E éï&)mQkN™k+m k 0,...,N. (5.29)
m=0 m=0 "l-

In particular the solution of the last descent equation in (5.9) becomes

^ E ^(*<n?"-m • (5-30)
m=0
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Since fig collects all cocycles Q^~m, m 0,1,..., A, of the descent equations in the
gauge sector, one gets the following main result: The general nontrivial solution of the
descent equations in the gauge sector is equivalent to the general nontrivial solution of the
local equation

«n^ 0, (5.31)

up to trivial terms.

Since Ùq can be represented by an integrated parameter formula, as it will be shown in
the following, it is easier to solve the local equation (5.31) instead of solving the tower of
descent equations in the gauge sector.

5.2 The Decomposition

In the preceding subsection it has been shown in (5.29) that the general nontrivial solution
for the cocycles fl^-k °f the descent equations (5.9) can be expressed in terms of the

iN-k
sector (5.19).
general nontrivial solution for the cocycles Q%-k of the descent equations in the gauge

Defining the operator 8 as

S dxß^, (5.32)

the exterior derivative can be decomposed as a BRST commutator,

[8,s] d. (5.33)

Moreover, since the operator 8 and the exterior derivative d commute, [8, d] 0, an

operator G 2[d,8] is absent, in contrary to [9], Therefore, the algebra between the
BRST operator, the exterior derivative and the ^-operator is closed,

[8, s} d [8, d] 0 (5.34)

Using the counting operators

^ dx*8(L) ' ^ ^"' (5.35)

one obtains
[8, iA Mix - A/"<= (5.36)

or generally,

m—l rre —1

[o,(k)m} E(»{)'^.(*€)w"'"1 - EteMfer-'"1 ¦

(=0 (=0
(5.37)

The application of 8 to 0,jK!_k gives

1

ikN-k= Ê-^?rte+re
m=0 m-
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1

-(^HllE^M'C-iRp
p=0 P-

(N-k + l)ÙkN-}(k_1). (5.38)

Therefore, one obtains the recursive relation

nN-k j^zk-Mk+lk_1 k 0,...,N-l. (5.39)

The solution of the recursive relation is given by

n»-k (Nhy.6N~kÇÎ°> (5-40)

which is valid for k 0,..., N.

5.3 An Integrated Parameter Formula

In this subsection an integrated parameter formula for the general nontrivial solution of
the local equation sÇIq 0 will be derived in a spacetime of dimension N 2k — 1.

Expanding fig _1
as a series in powers of £**,

o2fc-l r)2k-l i „• /\2k-2 /„• \2k-2/-\lsio =^0 +hQi +¦•¦+ (2fc-2)! ^H' ^2k~2

+ (2FTÎ)!^*"1«D— (5-41)

and reducing the dimension of spacetime by one, the gauge anomaly in 2k — 2 dimensions
will be recovered as Qlk_2. Moreover, it will be shown that Q2k_i is the Chern-Simons
term in 2k — 1 dimensions.

In order to find the integrated parameter formula for O,2, we use the calculus of forms.
The 1-form gauge field and the associated 2-form field strength are given by

A Aßdxß F - FßV dxßdxv dA- iAA (5.42)

The Bianchi-identity reads

DF dF-i[A,F] 0 (5.43)

where D dxßDß denotes the covariant exterior derivative with respect to the 1-form
gauge field. The BRST-transformation of the 1-form gauge field becomes

sA -De + CdvA -de + i{A, c} + i"dvA
-D(c + HA) + içF (5.44)

Introducing the shifted gauge ghost

c=c + iiA, (5.45)
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the BRST-transformations of the 1-form gauge field and the shifted gauge ghost are

sA -Dc + i^F
sc ice + F (5.46)

with the ghost field strength

F=\kkF, (5.47)

transforming according to

sF i[c, F] (5.48)

Defining a generalized covariant BRST-operator

S s-ic, (5.49)

one gets
SF sF - i[c, F] 0 (5.50)

It follows a remarkable correspondence, which will be revealed by the following summary.
This correspondence is peculiar to the full BRST-operator s including the translations.

• The 1-form gauge field corresponds to the shifted gauge ghost,

A Aßdxß c c + if.A (5.51)

• The 2-form field strength corresponds to the ghost field strength,

F ì Fßv dxßdxv dA- lAA

F =l-Fß„ißiv sc-ice. (5.52)

• The covariant exterior derivative corresponds to the generalized covariant BRST-
operator,

D d-iA S s- ic. (5.53)

• The Bianchi-identity corresponds to the generalized covariant BRST-transforma-
tion of the ghost field strength,

DF dF - i[A, F] 0 SF sF - i[c, F] 0 (5.54)

The generalized covariant BRST-algebra is now given by

iS2 F iD2 F i{S,D} iiF. (5.55)

Guided by the well-known derivation of the Chern-Simons formula [11],

(CS)\k_i kTr f dt AFk-\t) (5.56)
Jo
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with

F(t) dA(t) - iA(t)A(t) A(t) =tA 0 < t < 1 (5.57)

and using the presented correspondence it will be easy to derive an integrated parameter
formula for the general nontrivial solution of the local equation

sftg*-1 0 (5.58)

We introduce the interpolating shifted gauge ghost

c(t) tc 0 < t < 1 (5.59)

with c(0) 0 and c(l) c, and the associated ghost field strength

F(t) sc(t) - ic(t)c(t) (5.60)

with 77(0) 0 and 77(1) F. Defining an interpolating generalized covariant BRST-
operator

St s-ic(t), (5.61)

with So s and Si S, one gets the following identities

~^ Stc StF(t) 0. (5.62)

Therefore, in a spacetime with 2k dimensions one has

Tr(Fk) Tr (Pk(l) - Fk(0)) Tr f dt j Fk(t)

kTr pdt^P-Fk-l(t) kTr f dt(Stc)Fk~1(t)
Jo dt Jo

sfkTrf dtcF^it)) (5.63)

Using the nilpotency of the BRST-operator and the fact that Tr(Fk) / 0 in a spacetime
with 2k dimensions, one concludes that kTr/0 dtcFk'1(t) is nontrivial. Since Tr(Fk)
contains the product of 2k fermionic translation ghosts (ß, it follows:

In a spacetime with 2k—1 dimensions the general nontrivial solution of the local
equation sQ,0 _1 0 can be represented by the integrated parameter formula

fif-1 kTr [ dtcFk~\t) (5.64)
7o

Compare (5.64) with (5.56) using the correspondence (5.51) and (5.52).

Expanding il2)1*-1 as a series in powers of f,
nf-1 Q?-1 + ^f-2 + • • ¦ + (2ïtï)j (nr-'Qìk-i, (5.65)
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one gets the nontrivial solutions for the cocycles Q2k x ' of the descent equations in the
gauge sector.

Finally, for the sake of clarity let us discuss in detail the special case k 3. The tower of
the descent equations in the gauge sector is then given by

SgQl + dQ\ 0,
SgQl + dQl 0,
sgQ23 + dQl 0,
SgQl + dQi 0

SgQt + dQl 0

SgQo 0 • (5.66)

In order to get the nontrivial solutions for the cocycles Qk_k, one expands the integrated
parameter formula (5.64) as a series in powers of (ß,

Q5 3Tr f dtcF(t)F(t)
Jo

-Tr [(c + HA) i&FiiHF] + -Tr [(c + HA)3i^F]

- lrr[(c + î?A)5

After some calculations one obtains

On Tr(ccccc)0 10
V ;

(5.67)

+ H Tr ecceA

+ 2HH L2

+ qHHH

Tr(icccF — cccAA — ccAcA)

I i 1

Tr [ - (ccAF + cAcF + AccF) - - (ccAAA + cAcAA)

+ 7^ HHHH
1

Tr [ cFF + - (cAAF + AcAF + AAcF) - - cAAAA)

Sir

+ icicicicie
120

ç ç ç e {

a*

Tr {AFF + - AAAF - — AAAAa)
1

2 10 J

Q5o + hQ4i + ^hhQI + qHhhQI

+ 7^HHHhQ\ + y^HHHHHQl

(5.68)

(5.69)

one concludes that the nontrivial solutions for the cocycles of the descent equations in
the gauge sector are given by

Ql --rzTr(ccccc)
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Q\ -l-Tr(ccccA),

Ql - Tr(icccF - cccAA - ccAcA)

Ql - Tr[i(ccAF + cAcTT" + Acc77) - (ccAAA + cAcAA)}

}\ Tr cFF + l- (cAAF + cAFA + cFAA) - - cAAAA

fs Tr (ÄFF + %-AAAF - ~ AAAAa) (5.70)

One sees that Q° is the Chern-Simons term in five dimensions and Q\ is the gauge anomaly
in four dimensions [9],

Appendix: The Most General Counterterm

In this appendix the set of constraints (4.26)-(4.29) will be solved leading to the result
(4.31). One starts with the most general perturbation Ec EC[AM, c, pß, o] which has

canonical dimension zero, ghost number zero and which is invariant under the parity
transformation,

£c Tr j d4x [k1dßA^(x)dßA"(x) + k2dßAv(x)d"Aß(x)

+ k3dßA,(x)Aß(x)A"(x) + k4dßAu(x)Au(x)Aß(x)

+ hAß(x)Av(x)Aß(x)Av(x) + k&Aß(x)Av(x)Al'(x)Aß(x)

+ kTpß(x)dßc(x) + k8ßß(x)Aß(x)c(x)

+ k9ßß(x)c(x)Aß(x) + ki0a(x)c(x)c(x)] (A.l)

The functional derivative of Ec with respect to c(x) is given by

/^- k73ßßß(x) - ksßß(x)Aß(x) - k9Aß(x)ßß(x) + kio [c(x), o(x)} (A.2)
oc(x)

From the integrated ghost equation (4.26) follows that the functional derivative of Sc with
respect to c(x) has to be a total divergence. Therefore, one has

k8 k9 ho 0 (A.3)

and ^ =k7dßßß(x). (A.4)
8c(x)

The functional derivatives of Ec with respect to ßß(x) and cr(a;) are then

6Ec
k7dßc(x) ^t 0. (A.5)

8ßß(x) """ß^> ' 8cr(x)

Considering only the p^-dependence one gets

Ec Tr J d4x[kTßß(x)dßc(x) + ...} (A.6)
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where the low dots denote the terms which are independent of ßß. Using

Smp»(x) i{c(x),pß(x)}+... (A.7)

Sno)Aß(x) Dßc(x) (A.8)

the 5p(o)-variation of

becomes

and one gets

Ê -k7 Tr f d4x ßß(x)Aß(x) (A.9)

5p(o)Ê k7Tr f d4x ßß(x)dßc(x) + (A.10)

5p(o)S £c + (A.ll)
Hence the most general ^-dependence of the perturbation Ec is trivial. In order to find
the most general nontrivial expression for Ec one can thus assume

6Er
0 (A.12)

8ßß(x)

which fixes k7 as

k7 0 (A.13)

and therefore one also has
SYjr-

=0. (A.14)
8c(x

It remains

Êc Tr j éx [dßA„(x) (kidßA"(x) + k2dvAß(x)

+ k3Aß(x)A"(x) + kiA"(x)Aß(x))
+ Aß(x)Av(x) (hAß(x)A»(x) + hAv(x)Aß(x))] (A.15)

The BRST-consistency condition becomes

5r(o)(Ec) Tr f d*xc(x)V(x)Ëc 0 (A.16)

leading to the following set of constraints

ki + k2 0 k3 + k4 0 k3 — 2ik2 0

k3 + 2iki 0 ki + 2ik2 0 k4 - 2ikx 0

ik4 - ik3 - 4ks 0 2k6-ik3 0 2k6 + ik4 0 (A.17)

which has the solution

Setting

k2 —ki k3 —2iki k4 2iki
K5 —ki k6 h

ki ~2 k

(A.18)

(A.19)
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one gets for the most general perturbation £c of the action in the tree approximation

Ëc -fcjTr fd4xFß„(x)FßV(x) (A.20)

Using

I^-)=kD^ß(x), (A.21)

it easy to show that the perturbation (A.20) also obeys the Ward-identity describing the
invariance under rigid gauge transformations,

Wr,-j£c / c AJx) ^ 0 (A.22)
8Aß(x

and the Ward-identity describing the invariance under translations,

Vßtc Tr J dAx dßAv(x) -^j- 0 (A.23)

Thus Ec given by eq.(A.20) is the general solution of the set of constraints (4.26)-(4.29).
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